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Survey

Last year my husband counted with me
and could see each bird from here,
the widow kept saying while she and I tallied
the golden plovers blackening the bay.

I guessed there were five thousand.
More than that, she said, and he's one of them.
The wind that swept us all morning slackened,
and the plovers stretched their angled wings.

As they lifted, the sun broke the clouds
and the flock split so the light flared between
the two groups of birds like an invitation
for good souls to enter heaven's open door.

Simile is even more simple-minded than memory,
but I couldn't say that when her only solace
was this one bird that left the two flocks
and flew straight toward the sun.

The Last Day of Deer Season

In the half-wild bottoms
on the edge of town
I find new tracks and trace them

to a clearing where you slept
last night, fresh scat
and matted grass.
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You're not in the sandy wash
where you go to drink.
Not at the pond.

The woods are full of emptiness.
Clouds reel over leafless trees
like whitecaps surfacing,

crashing, gone.
Maybe this is how it feels
to live in the sea:

hunting, always hunted,
never sure where the sun is
and drawn by shelter

to the deep, a shipwreck
that keeps you safe
as well as a sunken world can.

If there were a place and time
called bittersweetness, this shot
would be what it sounds like.

Resting Places

The meat tasted like wild ginger.
It was my only religion.
In the woods an hour later,
the setting sun back-lit
the hackles of a fox
caught in a crotch of a locust:
treed by dogs and starved
or trapped and strung-up
by a person.

In a week, I went back
to see the fox's head
sunk and blackened
against a burning sky
like the girl's face
engulfed in flames
in my friend's painting
that my friend says
she painted in her room




